Abstract-Accurate process characterization and optimization are the first step for a successful advanced process control (APC), and they should be followed by continuous monitoring and control in order to run manufacturing processes most efficiently. In this paper, process characterization and recipe optimization methods with multiple outputs are presented in high density plasma-chemical vapor deposition (HDP-CVD) silicon dioxide deposition process. Five controllable process variables of Top SiH 4 , Bottom SiH 4 , O 2 , Top RF Power, and Bottom RF Power, and two responses of interest, such as deposition rate and uniformity, are simultaneously considered employing both statistical response surface methodology (RSM) and neural networks (NNs) based genetic algorithm (GA). Statistically, two phases of experimental design was performed, and the established statistical models were optimized using performance index (PI). Artificial intelligently, NN process model with two outputs were established, and recipe synthesis was performed employing GA. Statistical RSM offers minimum numbers of experiment to build regression models and response surface models, but the analysis of the data need to satisfy underlying assumption and statistical data analysis capability. NN based-GA does not require any underlying assumption for data modeling; however, the selection of the input data for the model establishment is important for accurate model construction. Both statistical and artificial intelligent methods suggest competitive characterization and optimization results in HDP-CVD SiO 2 deposition process, and the NN based-GA method showed 26% uniformity improvement with 36% less SiH 4 gas usage yielding 20.8 Å/sec deposition rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor fabrication technology has mostly focused on device technology and processing technology to satisfy customers' needs for faster speed and larger capacity, but the transition from 200 mm to 300 mm in current volume wafer manufacturing made industry to investigate the ways to improve manufacturing effectiveness because the capital expenditure in a 300 mm fab became doubled comparing to a 200 mm fab. Chip manufacturing with repetitiveness and response flexibility become efficiency and efficacy, thus manufacturing effectiveness contains fully characterized fabrication process, optimized recipe, consistent process control, and reliable device production.
Throughput was a higher valued figure of merit in the last decade, but manufacturing effectiveness has the higher significance in current semiconductor manufacturing because the allowed process margin already has reached physical limitation of precision machine control. In-situ monitoring and real-time fault diagnosis in a unit process supports how the precise manufacturing process control became necessary [1] . To achieve manufacturing effectiveness, semiconductor industry adopted advanced process control (APC) for their manufacturing, complete understanding of unit process cannot be over emphasized in order to ensure a successful integration of a number of semiconductor fabrication processes in ultra large scale integration (ULSI) era. Complex and nonlinear fabrication processes are omnipresent in semiconductor fabrication, and high density plasma processes, such as inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) and high density plasma-chemical vapor deposition (HDP-CVD), are typical examples of added complexity by their process mechanisms of plasma. The accurate characterization and precise optimization of those unit processes have to be completed in advance to the process integration. TABLE I shows how a unit process control is desired before expanding to fab-wide manufacturing control in a progressive strategy. The scope of this paper focuses on process modeling and optimization as the first step for semiconductor process control strategy.
Previously, statistical experimental design employing response surface methodology was proposed for semiconductor process modeling and optimization with economical two-phase experiment [2] . It was suggested that the empirical modeling provide fast and cost efficient for recipe generation, process control, and diagnosis over physically-based process simulation. Artificial neural network (ANN) modeling technique was proposed for developing satisfactory model with limited experimental data [3] . Experimental result showed that ANN's predicted the process behavior more satisfactorily than regression models both at the normal operating conditions and at the upper or lower limits of the operating range. Neural network modeling technique was not only used for process modeling and behavioral prediction, but also extended to recipe synthesis and optimization combined with genetic algorithm (GA) [4] . Genetic algorithm offered numerous combinations of possible process recipe, and the neural network process model in conjunction provided the most accurate prediction result comparing with other methods. Other process optimization method for solving the multiresponse problem utilizing similar sets of data can be found in [5] [6] .
With the importance of process modeling and optimization for the ultimate goal of advanced (or intelligent) process control, previously reported modeling and optimization methods will be practiced to understand their advantages and disadvantages. Two phases of statistical experimental design were performed in HDP-CVD while silicon dioxide film was deposited. Two responses of interests, such as film uniformity and deposition rate, were initially considered. This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides experimental apparatus including film characterization. RSM with path of steepest ascending (PSA) and NN with GA are presented as statistical and artificial intelligent methods for process modeling and optimization in Section III. Followed by the GA suggested optimized recipe, SiO 2 was deposited, and the deposited silicon oxide film is evaluated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
II. EXPERMENT 1. Experimental Apparatus
HDP-CVD provides superior gap-filling capability in shallow trench isolation (STI) structures. It also allows lower hydrogen contented silicon nitride etch-stop layers than that of plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). HDP-CVD also provides a low temperature process window, which can alleviate the concerns of thermal budgets during the process integration. HDP-CVD became widely used for the gap fill in STI and 1. Ion-induced deposition: The ion is pulled from the plasma and deposited to produce the main gap-filling phenomena. It is driven by the kinetic energy of reactant ions breaking surface bonds to form reaction sites. 2. Sputtered etch: Energetic argon and reactant ions attracted to the surface due to wafer bias will bombard the surface and etch (dislodge) atoms. 3. Re-deposition: Atoms are dislodged from the bottom of the gap and usually redeposit on side walls. This is important for uniform thickness on sidewalls and the bottom of the gap. 4. Hot-neutral CVD: This is a minor contribution to the reaction where thermal energy drives some deposition. 5. Reflection: Another minor contribution of ions reflecting off sidewalls and then deposited. HDP-CVD system employed in this experiment is EUREKA 2000, manufactured by Jusung Engineering Co., Ltd., Korea. RF power delivery consists of inductive coupled plasma source with 13.56 MHz at the top and 2 MHz at the bottom with automated matching networks. Gas delivery is designed to inject the precursor, SiH 4 , from the top and around the wafer to enhance the film uniformity. A schematic of the HDP-CVD system employed in this research is presented in Fig. 1 . Among numerous system and process variables, it is allowed for users to adjust the five process variables, such as top and bottom RF power and three gas flow rates for this particular equipment, as controllable parameters. Although substrate temperature is crucial for CVD process, other factors including substrate temperatures were set to be their baseline value throughout the experiment.
Design of Experiment (DOE)
Experiment was performed followed by two phases of experimental design to meet the requirement of response surface methodology (RSM). It recommends experimenter to perform initial screening experiment to determine which explanatory variables have an impact on the responses of interest with first degree polynomial model. Once the statistically significant variables are selected, the more complicated design to estimate a second degree polynomial model based on a best approximation. In the experimental design step, five input factors and two responses of interests were employed to establish the HDP-CVD process model and perform recipe optimization.
A 2 5-1 fractional factorial design for the screening experiment is presented in Table 2 . Once the statistically significant variable selection was made via screening experiment, path of steepest ascent (PSA) was followed to move the initial baseline process to begin the second order polynomial modeling in the centered space. One might regard this step was performed for the purpose of design centering. Box-Behnken Design (BBD) was then performed with the modified center point, and the design matrix is shown in Table 3 . Ellipsometry wafer metrology was employed for the calculation of deposition rate and uniformity. Deposition rate was simply calculated from the averaged deposited Modeling of a semiconductor process is crucial for better understanding in process and equipment behavior through the following data analysis. Once a model has been identified, various forms of inferences such as prediction, control, knowledge discovery, decision making, and even diagnosis and prognosis can be augmented. Details for individual modeling methods will be discussed in Section III.
III. PROCESS MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION

Response Surface Methodology
Design of experiment offers to experimenter an opportunity of systematical data analysis with the limited number of experiments. It is typically useful for selecting key factors affecting responses with statistical significance and establishing regression models and response surface models. Response surface modeling can be useful for hitting a desired target, maximizingminimizing a response, reducing variation, making a process robust, and seeking multiple goals. We have performed silicon dioxide deposition followed by 2
5-1
factorial design as presented in Table 2 .
Interpreting the main effect plots, we have found that Top and Bottom SiH 4 and RF Power Top in Table 2 influencing on the deposition rate. The amount of oxygen in our experimental range did not show significant influence on the deposition rate because the largest possible stoichiometic ratio of silicon vs. oxygen for SiO 2 film was 0.43 (amount of total silane/amount of oxygen). Considering inductive coupled plasma (ICP) source will provide a high degree of ionization in a low pressure regime, it seems that enough amount of oxygen was delivered to the chamber to form SiO 2 film in this experiment, thus the amount of oxygen was regarded as not significant factor in its range. RF bias power in the bottom was also not influencing on the deposition rate. Decoupled plasma system can control the ion energy of wafer surface excitation independently from the generation generation of the plasma species, but the effect of bias power was not significant in approximately 7000 Å of thick SiO 2 film deposition with 400 W difference. We also have reviewed the interaction plots of the five parameters, but none of them showed strong interactions for the deposition rate. Therefore, we chose the three parameters for further statistical data analysis. Established regression model for the deposition rate and its analysis of variance (ANOVA) table is provided in Table 4 .
In fitting the experimental data by regression modeling, estimation of the model parameters requires the assumption that residual errors are uncorrelated random variables with zero mean and constant variance and they are approximately normally distributed with constant variance. The uniformity data, in our case, failed to meet normality by the Shapiro-Wilk test, and we have used Box-Cox transformation as it is defined;
where Y is the response variable and λ is the transformation parameter. For λ=0, natural log of the data is taken instead of using the provided equation. The determined value of λ was -0.8, and the quartile plots of the uniformity before and after the transformation is presented in Fig. 2 . Residual analysis performed on the transformed uniformity data also satisfied our underlying assumption as well, thus the parameter selection for the uniformity and deposition rate were continued.
Film uniformity is the primary concern in deposition process, and the system employed in this experiment also carefully designed for the gas delivery channels using both from top and bottom to improve the film uniformity. The uniformity in this experiment was calculated by the film thickness, which was the total thickness divided by deposition time, it is also a function of deposition rate. The significantly affecting parameters on the uniformity should not different from the deposition rate. From the graphical analysis of main effect and interaction plot, we found that those three parameters are significantly affecting and obvious interactions between Top SiH 4 and both bottom SiH 4 and RF Power Top. Therefore, we have not augmented any parameter from the first selection. Established regression model for the uniformity and its analysis of variance (ANOVA) table is provided in Table  5 .
To acquire accurate and practically useful higher-order regression models, RSM usually involves the following two steps: (1) moving from the present operating conditions to the vicinity of the operating condition where the response is optimum, referred to design centering, herein; and (2) performing a confounding experiment to fit more elaborate models, referred RSM design. In case of multiple responses problem, the responses of interest can be optimized either individually or simultaneously. In this paper, path of steepest ascent was employed for the design centering because the deposition rate was monotonically increased, BoxBhenken Design (BBD) was chosen for RSM design to minimize the number of experiment, and performance index (PI) was used for the optimization of multiple responses. According to the PSA explained, the design centering was conducted by applying Δ increments of the three parameters, Top SiH 4 , Bottom SiH 4 , and RF Power Top, found, and its process is presented in Table 6 .
Newly suggested design center was set to be the baseline of RSM design for HDP-CVD process optimization. BBD is popular three-level designs for estimating second-order models in RSM design. Ferreira and et al reported that BBD maybe limited for optimization of analytical methods, but it is slightly more efficient than the central composite design and much more efficient than the three-level full factorial designs [8] .
In our second phase RSM design, we performed three factors BBD with augmented center points, and the BBD matrix is already shown in Table 3 .
In terms of the deposition rate, overall trend comparing with the screening experiment showed with good similarity. Bottom SiH 4 presented the most influencing parameter, and other parameters are also monotonically increasing in some degree. Not much significant interactions were observed from the interaction plots. However, in the uniformity, Top SiH 4 presented a good amount of curvature in main effect plot as well as interactions with Bottom SiH 4 and RF Power Top. What we have found in the uniformity model is the uniformity can be improved (or lower value of the uniformity can be achieved) by adjusting the amounts of top and bottom SiH 4 gas injections, but their interaction also exists, thus the optimized process recipe cannot be found simply manipulate those parameters without a proper process model. Established response surface regression model is shown in Eqs. (5-6), and the graphical results with the established regression model for the deposition rate are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.   Fig. 3 . Main effect and interaction plot for the deposition rate. 
Recipe optimization of HDP-CVD SiO 2 deposition process is performed considering maximizing the two responses and minimizing the usage of materials. The `film uniformity became the most important issue in thin film deposition processes, and the deposition rate is still considered in STI filling to enhance the throughput. None of two can be neglected for the recipe optimization, so performance index (PI) is used for considering the contributions of multiple responses on the optimized recipe. PI=α × (Model for the deposition rate) -β × (Model for the uniformity), where α and β are the weights. Optimized recipes provided in each phase of experiment are presented in Table VII , and they are weighted on either deposition rate or uniformity. The maximized responses in the screening phase using firstorder regression showed relatively low deposition rate and poor in uniformity; however, employing secondorder regression provided much improved result of 54.5-57% in the uniformity, and 20-25% in the deposition rate. Although the deposition rate maybe low, higher uniformity with less SiH 4 gas consumption is the desired for the optimized process recipe in semiconductor manufacturing environment.
Neural Network Modeling and GA Optimization
With process data acquired from the experimental design in the screening phase in Section II, neural network modeling was also performed to characterize the given HDP-CVD SiO 2 deposition process. For the purpose of process characterization, a single output neural network is generally recommended for building a model rather than two outputs model due to the complexity and convergence point of view [8] [9] [10] . For the NN modeling and GA recipe synthesis, OBOrNNs, a neural network simulator developed by Integrated Circuits-Computer Integrated Manufacturing Lab. at Georgia Institute of Technology, was used. Detailed information about neural networks for semiconductor process modeling can be found in [10] [11] .
In practical applications, cases that more than a single response of interest is significant and they should be considered simultaneously are prevail. The HDP-CVD process of SiO 2 thin film deposition also requires satisfy more than two quality characteristics in order to determine the total quality of the thin film. In his research, therefore, two responses of interest (deposition rate and within wafer uniformity) are simultaneously considered with two outputs, in order to design a good HDP-CVD process that meet two different specifications of quality characteristics. Fig. 5 shows the neural network structure used in this research. considered with two outputs, in order to design a good HDP-CVD process that meet two different specifications of quality characteristics. Fig. 5 shows the neural network structure used in this research. Among 19 experimental data acquired from the DOE, 75% of randomly selected data is used for the neural network modeling, and the rest was used for the verification of an established model. Training was performed to meet the averaged RMSE of 0.05 for the two outputs using back propagation learning algorithm. In training, single hidden layered networks were initially investigated, but no significant result has been found in terms of convergence and testing procedure. Neural networks with two hidden layers tended to present better training and testing performance, so they were more intensively investigated to find the best subset of the network structure. The networks with either five or six neurons in the first hidden layer showed better convergence than others, and the latter showed better testing performance. In this manner, 5-5-6-2 structured network is selected with the average performance errors are 0.04% and 6.74% for the deposition rate and 1.19% and 9.92% for the uniformity.
Once the neural network process model was established, 3-dimensional process characteristic plots were investigated in order to visually verify the performance of the established neural network in terms of physical interpretation. Fig. 6 injection with respect to the deposition rate and the uniformity. Physical interpreting, more SiH 4 in the chamber can contribute the chemical reaction with oxygen, and it causes faster film formation. However, faster deposition rate cannot guarantee uniform film formation. Likewise, the best uniformity can be achieved in the region of low top SiH 4 and high bottom SiH 4 , but the highest deposition rate is presented in the region of high top and bottom SiH 4 . This is typical tradeoff presented in semiconductor process optimization.
To negotiate two different quality characteristics for the desired performance, GA was involved for the recipe synthesis that simultaneously satisfies the two quality characteristics. The goal of GA is to search for the fittest outputs in an efficient manner. GA searches from a set of population points, known as chromosomes, to explore the solution space instead of traditional optimization technique of point-to-point search. By the aid of genetic operations including reproduction, crossover, and mutation, GA searches the optimal solution for a combinatorial problem. Once a number of process recipe are generated through GA, the combinations were fed into the established neural networks, and then the prediction is compared. Weighting 0.8 on deposition rate and 0.9 on uniformity (weighting factor ranges between 0 and 1), the desired process condition was set to be the deposition rate was 90 (Å/min) and the uniformity wad 100%. After 400 generations, a number of recipes were generated. Table 8 shows the GA suggested process recipe and its verification for highest uniformity with minimum usage of materials.
Surface analysis of the deposited film with the GA suggested recipe was performed through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The XPS spectra for a typical CVD SiO 2 and the HDP-CVD SiO 2 processed with the suggested recipe are compared shown in Fig. 7 . C1s peak at 284.4 eV in Fig. 7 (a) is amorphous C:H bond in chemical vapor deposited SiO 2 film. Fig. 7(b) presents the observation of nitrogen N1s peak around 400 eV and no evidence of C1s. Considering the fact that this sample under the XPS analysis was fabricated after the chamber cleaning with large amount of NF 3 , out-gassed residual nitrogen atoms from the chamber wall could cause the trace of nitrogen in the form of oxy-nitride, and reduced a-C:H contents in the deposited film. Otherwise, we have achieved reasonably similar amount of Si:O ratio in the deposited SiO 2 film.
In addition, we have measured the surface roughness of the deposited SiO 2 by performing additional verification experiment with the suggested recipe. It would be desired to measure immediately after the deposition and on the same wafer that XPS analysis was performed, but the additional experiment was done with a prolong time under the assumption that no significant process drift of shift was taken place. It is very unfortunate that the level of RF power in this additional verification is restricted to be operated lower than 4000 watts due to the technical requirement for equipment operation. Even though the recipe verification was performed with reduced RF power by 432 watt from the recipe optimizer suggested, the methodology is still valid for creating optimized recipe in this process. Deposition rate was achieved 78.4 Å/sec with improved uniformity. Surface profile as shown in Fig. 8 was also measured by atomic force microscope (AFM) for the additionally performed verification. Only a few angstroms of surface roughness were observed, and the verification experiment satisfies the desired film quality of SiO 2 deposited with HDP-CVD. 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Both statistically and artificial intelligently constructed process model and optimized recipe were satisfactory for the improvement of the HDP-CVD process considering both the deposition rate and the uniformity. Initially 2 fractional factorial design was performed to screen significant variables in terms of the deposition rate and the uniformity in HDP-CVD process, and path of steepest ascent (PSA) was employed for design centering of the RSM. Box-Bhenken Design was also performed to construct second order response surface models of the two responses, and performance index (PI) combined two responses of interest for recipe optimization. In addition, neural network process model with five inputs and two outputs was constructed to characterize the given HDP-CVD process, and GA algorithm was employed to synthesis desired process recipe that satisfies multiple targeted responses. 400 generations of GA provided numerous alternatives of the suggested recipe, and a cost reducing recipe with less SiH 4 usage is suggested within a reasonable range of acceptable deposition rate and uniformity.
Process characterization and optimization in multiinputs and dual-outputs (or even multi-outputs) problem prevails in semiconductor fabrication processes, and the both statistical and artificial intelligent methods are useful in dual outputs problems. As shown in TABLES VII and VIII with * mark, the trade off between the deposition rate and the uniformity is shown as expected. Previously the deposition rate was the most important figure of merit in film deposition, but the uniformity is more important factor in current wafer fabrication environment, especially in high density plasma process. Determining a most suitable process recipe has been focused on the performance criterion; however, less consumption of materials for lower manufacturing cost should be considered simultaneously. In this paper, the process characterization and optimization method is presented as a practical exercise of the first step for achieving ultimate goal of advanced process control (APC), and process monitoring, fault detection and classification, R2R process control, and real-time process control with add-on sensors should be followed accordingly.
